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The work is motivated by the experimental observation of B. Chuet al. @Macromolecules28, 180
~1995!# which suggests that, while polymer globules in dilute solution in poor solvent are supposed
to be very sticky, in actuality they collide many hundreds of times before merging and before
aggregation starts. We argue that this slow-down is caused by an ‘‘entanglement force’’ which is
operational on the prereptational time scale. This force arises from the fact that two touching
globules cannot enjoy the mixing entropy gain expected in equilibrium until after they explore all
conformations, including entangled ones. We report a molecular dynamics simulation in which we
were able to measure the entanglement force as a function of distance. The important conclusion we
can formulate so far is qualitative; the entanglement force exists and is sufficient to explain the
observed slow-down of aggregation. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~00!50214-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the longstanding puzzles in polymer physics
the aggregation of globules, the process in which polym
chains in poor solvent clump together to form a macrosco
aggregate. Despite the seemingly trivial nature of the p
cess, its current scientific understanding is quite limited.

A. The problem: Homopolymer globules are not as
sticky as one might naively think

To be specific, imagine the following experiment. Let
take a dilute solution of polymer chains equilibrated in
good solvent, and then abruptly subject it to a tempera
quench, during which the solvent quality becomes very po
If the concentration of chains is low enough, every ch
collapses well before different chains have a chance to m
and stick to each other, and the aggregating particles wil
compact globules. Polymer chains in poor solvent attr
each other very strongly. Therefore their aggregation is
pected to follow the standard diffusion-limited aggregati
scenario, which posits that two globules merge every ti
they meet each other in the course of Brownian motion. T
would lead to the expectation that aggregation should
velop in about the Smoluchowski1 time

tS.
1

4pDRc
.

3

2c

h

kBT
, ~1!

whereD and R are the diffusion coefficient and radius, r
spectively, of a single polymer~globule!, c is the concentra-
tion ~the number of polymers per unit volume!, h is the
solvent viscosity, andT is the temperature. Meanwhile, i
the most accurate experiment,2 no significant aggregation
was seen until after a much longer time. Specifically, un
the conditions of the experiment,2 tS'0.1 s, while aggrega
tion actually started only after about 10 min. Thus the d
crepancy between the naive theory and observation is se
orders of magnitude. In other words, globules in poor solv
6430021-9606/2000/112(14)/6434/9/$17.00
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appear to bounce against each other several thousand
times before ‘‘successful’’ merging takes place.

A simple argument shows why the aggregation kinet
may indeed be nontrivial. This argument involves compa
son of the chain states before and after aggregation. Initia
in the dilute solution, every collapsed globule has a size
the order ofaN1/3, with a being some microscopic size a
sociated with monomer volume, andN the number of mono-
mers per chain. However, at the end of the process, when
macroscopic aggregate is formed and exists as essentia
polymer melt, each chain should obey the Flory theore3

i.e., have a Gaussian size of the order ofaN1/2. Thus, some-
what counterintuitively, chain relaxation in a poor solve
involvesswelling from a compact to Gaussian conformatio
at the late stages. How this occurs is not known. One m
speculate that some kind of reptation mechanism mus
involved, but the details remain to be understood.

As suggested by the anonymous referee, the problem
hand should be also compared with that of kinetics of int
mixing between two initially segregated polymer blends.
deed, when two globules approach and touch each other
interaction between their fringes is reminiscent of that b
tween two flat surfaces of two separate polymer melts wh
are brought in a close contact with one another. This la
problem has been extensively examined by P.-G. de Gen
and his followers in the 1980s.4–6 Two regimes were identi-
fied, depending on the value of the productxNe , x being the
Flory parameter andNe being the entanglement length; in
terdiffusion of polymers follows the Rouse mechanism wh
xNe>1, while reptation dominates the mixing process wh
xNe!1. Consideration of these two regimes highlights t
important difference between intermixing of two blends a
that of two globules. Indeed, both Rouse diffusion and r
tation occur for the melt chains, which are Gaussian both
the beginning and at the end of the process. By contrast,
chains are rather far from Gaussian throughout the proc
each chain starts as a globule and finishes confined
4 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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6435J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 112, No. 14, 8 April 2000 Topological repuslion between polymer globules
doubled volume which is still much smaller than the Gau
ian size. Nevertheless, we shall exploit later the useful
sights generated by the comparison between our system
that of the works.4–6

B. Why is it important?

The problem just described, which is the clumping
netics of sticky globules in poor solvent, even apart from
significance as a fundamental issue in polymer physics,
bearing on a number of biophysical phenomena. We men
here but a few.

Protein folding is the most obvious major problem ha
ing to do with polymer chain collapse. On the one ha
most in vitro folding experiments, starting with that o
Anfinsen,7 have been and are still performed with very dilu
protein solutions. This low concentration obviously contra
with the overcrowded environment in which folding occu
in vivo. On the other hand,in vitro folding depends on pro
tein concentration in a very nontrivial way.8 If the conditions
~such as temperature,pH, salinity, etc.! are ‘‘right,’’ folding
develops correctly for the majority of chains in a fairly bro
range of concentrations. But if conditions are ‘‘wrong,’’ a
gregation cannot practically be prevented by any dilut
which leaves the amount of dissolved proteins observa
Thus, it is a pressing necessity to understand the interac
between different protein molecules in the course of th
folding.

To take the issue simply, we can imagine an egg.
content is a concentrated solution of proteins. A raw e
remains liquid for many days, that is, proteins do not agg
gate during this long time. However, if the temperature
elevated, protein globules denature, and then aggregation
curs very quickly. This is why the content of a hard boil
egg is a solid, not a liquid. Note that this process is co
pletely irreversible, in seeming contradiction to the stabil
of the original liquid state.

Of course, proteins are heteropolymers, and that is
central importance. In particular, what happens to an eg
typically explained by saying that each protein globule ha
hydrophobic core and a hydrophilic fringe, so when two p
tein globules meet, they only contact with their hydrophi
peripheral parts, which are obviously not sticky. This arg
ment notwithstanding, the slow aggregation of homopolym
globules may shed now a new light on protein aggrega
kinetics. Indeed, it may actually happen that the hydroph
shell of each protein globule need not be so ideally insu
ing.

Another problem which may benefit from better unde
standing of aggregation is that of kinetics of a single polym
collapse. This problem has attracted a great deal of atten
in recent decades, starting from Ref. 9~see Ref. 10, and
references therein!. Although there are several different th
oretical ways to model this process, all authors agree
collapse occurs first in small parts of the chain, and th
subglobules ~variably called ‘‘raisins,’’ ‘‘domains,’’
‘‘plums,’’ ‘‘beads,’’ etc.! merge at the later stages. In som
fundamental sense, merging of these subglobules is sim
to aggregation of different globules.
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C. Entanglements as a possible mechanism slowing
aggregation down

The major subject of the present paper is to exam
what we see as the most plausible explanation for the s
aggregation rate of globules in poor solvent. Our idea ste
from the above mentioned argument that every chain in
equilibrium aggregate must be much less compact than
in a single globule state. For instance, consider two globu
situated next to each other. Equilibrium theory11 suggests, in
accordance with naive qualitative expectations, that the
energy of such a system is significantly lower than that
two separate globules. This gives rise to the significant
negative~osmotic! second virial coefficient of the solution o
globules. However, gaining this lucrative extra free ene
from merging requires that both chains strongly penetr
each other, such that each of them is spread over the do
volume. This cannot occur very quickly, since most likely
can be achieved only through some kind of reptation. On
~long! time scale before reptation can take over, the t
globules, therefore, behave as if inter-reptation was tot
suppressed, that is, as two ring polymers. In that case,
formational entropy cannot be gained, and so merging gl
ules may be much less favorable in terms of ‘‘free energ
than one would expect in equilibrium. We speak here ab
‘‘free energy,’’ not free energy, to emphasize that this co
sideration is only valid on a restricted time scale shorter th
that of reptation.

Let us now return to the central point of the argume
presented above and look in some further detail as to w
merging of chains is entropically suppressed in the abse
of reptations. To understand this, let us consider two stron
overlapping rings. Forget for a second about excluded v
ume and all other constraints, and suppose that the con
mations of both rings are chosen at random. For this sit
tion, it was shown a long time ago12 ~see also Ref. 13! that
the two rings will be topologically linked together with prob
ability of almost 100%. It is even more true if both rings a
taken to have compact globular shapes. That means whe
take two rings which are not linked together and force th
to come close, they will face topological prohibition of th
majority of their conformations. Thus, the approaching
two unlinked rings is entropically unfavorable. Furthermo
if we try to force two rings together, we expect to experien
an entropic counterforce. It is this entropic counterforce
fect that we will demonstrate and examine in this paper us
the molecular dynamics technique.

D. Our computer experiment

Specifically, we report in this work the results of th
following computer experiment. We take a pair of globul
and apply an external force that presses the globules ag
one another. Since reptation does not occur on the time s
available to our current computational possibilities, globu
are guaranteed not to merge. This is manifested by the
that the globule centers approach each other after the for
applied, but do not become completely coincident, inste
coming to some steady, or quasiequilibrium, state. At t
state, the external force is balanced by the counterforce
ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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topological, entanglement, origin, which is what we wish
study. Thus, by measuring the quasiequilibrium separatio
globules against the applied external force, we will obt
f (s), the topological force developed between the globu
as a function of the distance between them.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

We use a dimensionless Rouse molecular dynam
model14,15 in the spirit of such works as Refs. 16 and 1
Solvent entrainment effects are not included, as we wish
understand the properties of the system determined solel
the polymer. We assume a Lennard-Jones force to opera
the pair interaction between monomers. This is the only
cluded volume force present in our system.

A. Basic equations

In the Rouse model, the inertial term in the equation
motion is neglected, leading to the first order different
equation:

j
dxi

dt
5Fchain~ i ,i 11!1Fchain~ i ,i 21!1Ftherm~ t !

1
4e*

s2 (
iÞ j

xi j F12S s

xi j
D 14

26S s

xi j
D 8G . ~2!

Herej is the friction coefficient,xi is the position of thei th
monomer in a chain,Ftherm(t) is the random thermal force
and e* and s are the energy and the length scales, resp
tively, associated with the Lennard-Jones force. The ther
force has delta-function time correlation and variance 2jkBT
in each cartesian direction.18 xi j is the vectorxj2xi . The
Fchain terms are a modified springlike attraction between c
nected monomers along the chain. Implicitly included in t
chain force is the bond lengtha.

These equations can be rewritten in dimensionless fo

dyi

dt
5Gchain~ i ,i 11!1Gchain~ i ,i 21!1Fgauss~t!

14e(
iÞ j

yi j F 12

yi j
14

2
6

yi j
8 G . ~3!

Our dimensionless units are given by the relations,

yi5
xi

s
, t5

kBT

s2j
t, e5

e*

kBT
,

~4!

Gchain5
s

kBT
Fchain, Fgauss~t!5

s

kBT
Ftherm~ t !.

For a free particle in a viscous solvent,s2j/kBT is the time
it takes for a particle to diffuse one Lennard-Jones leng
Thus,t is the time measured in Lennard-Jones length dif
sion times. Note that if we consider Eq.~3! without the first
and third lines on the right-hand side, then we are left w
the diffusion equation, reduced to parameterless form.

Gchain is the normalized chain force. Using our dime
sionless units, the typical separation of adjacent monom
will be b[a/s. We have used the particular interpolatio
for the chain force,
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Gchain~r !5H 24er /~2b22r 2! if 2b22r 2.0.2

5*24er otherwise,
~5!

which is similar to that used in Ref. 17. In the simulatio
using this force law, the mean-square bond length was fo
to vary between 0.95b and 1.1b. The larger regime of the
corresponding potential is relevant only in rare situatio
when the energy of a single bond fluctuates to greater t
severalkBT. This analytic continuation has been chosen si
ply to avoid the divergent behavior of the smallr regime at
r 5A2b.

In the computer simulation, Eq.~3! is integrated as a
finite difference equation,

Dyi5Gchain~ i ,i 11!Dt1Gchain~ i ,i 21!Dt

1A2 DtRgauss14e(
iÞ j

yi j F 12

yi j
14

2
6

yi j
8 GDt. ~6!

HereRgaussis a vector in which each cartesian componen
generated by a random number generator with a Gaus
probability distribution of standard deviation 1.

B. Chain uncrossability

1. Crossing is suppressed when beads are large and
bonds are short

As mentioned above, we have chosen parameters sim
to those used in a polymer melt simulation by Kremer.17 The
importance of the specific values for the parametersb ande
is discussed further in other sources,19 but for the purposes o
the present paper their ultimate relevance is in whether t
preserve system topology. This question has two aspects
the one hand, chain uncrossability must be preserved by
continuous equation of motion~3!. On the other hand, the
time step in the finite difference version~6! must be small
enough to prevent direct hopping of one part of the ch
through the other.

As regards the former aspect, it is described in Ref.
that the form~5! for the chain connectivity potential does a
excellent job of preventing crossing of chains. To expla
this point, we first note that if the monomers were ha
spheres, of radiuss each, and if the chain bonds were all
the fixed lengtha5bs, then crossing of chains would b
geometrically possible forb.A2 and forbidden forb,A2.
This is illustrated in Fig. 1. We have used the valueb51
throughout these simulations. Of course, theb/A2 criteria
uniquely determines crossability for this hard model on
Since we use potentials that are somewhat soft, crossin
not strictly forbidden, but is a matter of barrier height. Thu
we have performed special tests to examine if crossing
curs with an appreciable probability.

The chain uncrossability test is as follows. We set up
system of two long chains linked together at a sliplink, usi
the same force parameters as in the rest of this work.
ends of the chains were fixed to opposite walls of a box i
manner such that the chains were stretched to nearly t
full extension.~Imagine two copies of the letter ‘‘U’’ linked
together, with the straight parts far extended and fixed
place.! We allowed this physical system to evolve for 1
ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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times longer than the times required for any of the exp
mental simulations. In no cases did the link ever break. Fr
this we conclude that chain crossing does not occur in
experimental systems.

2. Comment on integration timestep used

The test described above, as well as all our simulatio
requires that the integration time step be short enough
prevent crossing during this ‘‘dead time.’’ On the other han
as in all molecular dynamics simulations, we would like
integrate our equations of motion using the largest times
possible. If the time step is too large, then monomers m
‘‘hop’’ over each other or out of potential wells during
single integration step. Such easy hopping would not lea
well-defined equilibrium.

Hops should be smaller than the width of the Lenna
Jones well to ensure that freezing is well-defined at low te
peratures.

The Lennard-Jones force is a short-range force, sinc
falls away faster thanr 2d in (d53)-dimensional space. Thi
allows us to define a finite size for the Lennard-Jones w
Particles within the well are trapped. Those not in the w
are free.

As a measure of the width of the potential well, w
calculated the distance between the minimum of the poten
~occurring atr min521/6s) and the inflection point@occurring
at r inflect5(156/42)1/6s]. This gives a width r inflect2r min

'0.1s. Note that atr inflect, the Lennard-Jones force ha
strength 0.60e/s, while at r 51.5s, it has halved in strength
to 50.29e/s. At r 52s, it has decayed by a factor of mor
than 10, to 0.045e/s.

FIG. 1. In our work, as in most computer simulations of polymer chains,
monomers are hard spheres, but the bonds themselves are phanto
checking for bond-crossing is very time consuming.~Top! Chains will freely
pass through each other if the ratio of a bondlength to a hard-sphere d
eter is larger thanA2. ~Bottom! When this ratio is less thanA2, hard sphere
repulsion inherently prevents chains from crossing, keeping the topolog
the system fixed. In our simulation, we set the Lennard-Jones diameter
monomer equal to a bondlength to preclude chain crossing.
Downloaded 02 Nov 2012 to 65.115.47.19. Redistribution subject to AIP lic
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We now choose our time step such that the therm
force, spring force, and Lennard-Jones force all yield hops
size much less than 0.1s.

This condition for the thermal force is

A 2

dt
FGaussdt!0.1. ~7!

For a Gaussian force of order unity, we obtain an inequa
for the maximum allowable time step of the system,

dt!0.005. ~8!

Now we consider the spring force. Fortunately, t
spring potential does not change by more thankBT for any
hop in coordinate space of 0.1s. So if we adhere to condition
~8! from the thermal force above, we should not have pro
lems with the spring force, either. This fortunate property
the spring potential energy was constructed intentiona
This is the reason for the two regimes of the spring poten
energy. If we had used the asymptotically diverging poten
for all values ofr, single hops could jump the particle out o
the physically defined region.

The Lennard-Jones force must be handled with care
cause particles in close proximity can exert strong forces
each other. To avoid excessively large jumps, we imp
mented a variable time step integration mechanism. T
mechanism limits the maximum jump at any time step
0.1s. At a given r, the Lennard-Jones force is calculate
Multiplying by the time step gives the test hop size. If th
test hop size is greater than 0.1s, the force is replaced by the
averaged Lennard-Jones force the particle would feel w
moving between the initial position and the new calcula
one. The constraint on force size is then checked again
cursively. This averaging process can always reduce the
to the width of the well because the Lennard-Jones forc
short ranged.

Inequality ~8! places the strictest constraint on the tim
step. Beginning our empirical time step tests with this co
dition, we found that a slightly smaller time step of 0.00
was able to satisfy all physical constraints. We have u
timestep 0.0001 in all simulations described below.

C. Two chain interaction

To study the interaction of globules, we ran a molecu
dynamics simulation on two interacting homopolym
chains. Apart from trivially modifying Eq.~3! to include
Lennard-Jones interactions between monomers on diffe
chains, we also applied an external force,f, pressing the cen-
ters of mass of the two globules towards each other. With
this external force, two globules, even brought initially into
close contact, do not merge and in fact diffuse away fr
one another. This molecular dynamics observation is con
tent with the data of experiments, as we discussed abo2

The external force holds the globules together and ma
them squeeze into one another. Upon some ‘‘equilibratio
globules achieve a steady separation distance between
respective centers of mass. This fact is naturally interpre
by saying that the topological repulsion force is operatio
between the globules on the prereptational time scale, an
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the achieved degree of interpenetration this force is
equal in magnitude to the applied external force. As befo
we emphasize the fact that this ‘‘equilibration’’ is an inte
mediate time scale stabilization, before topological equilib
tion takes place. Thus, reading off the applied force will g
us the topological force as a function of globule separat
distance.

The equations of motion we have integrated for the t
chain system are

dyi
a

dt
5Gchain

a ~ i ,i 11!1Gchain
a ~ i ,i 21!1A 2

dt
FGauss~t!

14e (
(a,i )Þ(b, j )

yi j
abF 12

yi j
ab14

2
6

yi j
ab8G1

f

N
sba /usbau. ~9!

Herea andb are chain labels, taking on the values 1 and
in our two chain simulation. The last force term is the for
of magnitudef /N applied to each monomer along the un
vector connecting the two chains’ centers of mass. The v
tor sba is defined as

sba[
( i@yi

b2yi
a#

N
. ~10!

Since each monomer ‘‘feels’’ applied forcef /N, the total
applied force on each globule isf.

We choose globules withN564 for computational trac-
tability and because proteins are of this approximate deg
of polymerization.

The globule initial conditions were generated by ind
vidually starting each polymer in a random walk configu
tion, then annealing at low temperature (e52.0) for 60 time
units, which was more than long enough for the polymer
become a globule. The chains were then placed ats57.0, a
distance such that their surfaces were separated by app
mately one bondlength. The simulation was then run ae
51.0 ~Fig 2!. For comparison, the value of epsilon at t

FIG. 2. Typical separation distance decay curve for two polymer glob
forced towards each other. Each monomer is pushed along the dire
from the center of its globule to the center of the other globule. The glob
coalesce on a short time scale, then reach a steady state separation
‘‘equilibration’’ with the topological repulsive force. The smooth curve is
fit of the data to an exponential decay@see Eq.~11!#. In this example the
pushing force on each globule is 0.64 in units ofkBT/bondlengths.
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theta temperature is on the order of 0.640.8. The globules
were molten, i.e., the temperature was not low enough
cause rigid freezing.

D. Method of computing numerical results

The data in Fig. 3 are the result of 403 computer expe
ments, in each of which a pair of globules was allowed
interact at one applied force. At each applied forcef we
determine the ‘‘equilibrium’’ center-of-mass separatio
sfinal . We then invert these data to derive the functi
f (sfinal) for the topological force, which is equal in magn
tude to the applied force.

Roughly the same number of trials ('10) were con-
ducted for each of the different force data points, w
slightly more tests for force values smaller than 12.8. Thf
values ranged from 0.00 to 64.00.

In most cases, the separations(t) quickly decayed after
the applied force was switched on. In a few cases, howe
because of random diffusion, the globules briefly drifted b
fore coming into attractive range. A smaller number of the
drifting globule pairs failed to come back in contact. Sin
our goal is to examine collisions between chains, those tr
in which the pairs did not come in contact were exclud
from our data. However, for all other trials,s stabilized to an
‘‘equilibrium’’ value, sfinal . As we are only concerned with
forces in our system after this ‘‘equilibration,’’ the quantit
labeleds in Figs. 3, 4, and 5 refers tosfinal .

Figure 2 is a sample plot of ‘‘squashing’’ dynamics u
der the external force equal tof app50.64. Once attraction
began, thes(t) curves fit well to an exponential decay law

s~ t !5sfinal1~s~0!2sfinal!exp~2t/t0!. ~11!

In each trial, we allowed the globules to interact f
'100 time units. This was significantly longer than the d
cay time, which was found to be of the order of 20 time un
in all trials, but much shorter than the time required for e
tanglement to occur~see Discussion!.

s
on
s
e to
FIG. 3. ~Main box! Entanglement force between two 64-mer globules
distances between their centers of mass. The force is repulsive due to
topological constraint.~Inset! Work vs s. The typical approach due to ther
mal fluctuations issthermal51.6, whereV(sthermal)5kBT.
ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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To calculatesfinal and the error, we averaged the value
s over the last 15 time units of the runs at eachf, i.e., our
results are determined by only the flat tail of the decay cur
where the errorbars are much smaller.

The main result of the work, the topological force as
function of distance, is shown in Fig. 3. In the remainder
the work, we shall discuss this plot in some detail.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Force and work

Since we have measured the topological repulsion fo
f (s), as a function of separation,s, between centers of glob
ules, we can easily compute the work,W, necessary to smas
one globule into the other by simply integrating the for
f (s). Specifically, to bring the globules to the separations
the work

W~s!5E
s

`

f ~s8!ds8 ~12!

must be performed, if the reptation does not have time
occur. This work, as a function ofs, is shown in the inset in
Fig. 3. It is important to note, that in our dimensionless va
ables the workW is measured inkBT units. In particular,
using the inset of Fig. 3, we can estimate how close t
globules may come to each other in a typical collision, wh
no external force is applied. Indeed, since the work aga
entanglement force must be performed by a fluctuation,
typical ‘‘thermal’’ proximity, sthermal, is estimated via
W(sthermal).kBT. According to the figure, in our experimen
sthermal.1.6. This is, of course, significantly smaller than t
sum of geometric radii of the two globules, which is abou
or 6, but still far from being negligible. Therefore, our resu
do indeed show, at least qualitatively, that the entanglem
force prevents globules from merging.

FIG. 4. Log–log plot of entanglement force versus distance between
64-mer globule centers. There is an unexpected, but clearly defined, p
law for all s within the cutoff range of the force. The line is the fit~13!.
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B. Power law dependence of entanglement force

Figure 4 presents the same data as Fig. 3, but in
double logarithmic scale. As can be seen, the force law
hibits a sharp transition ats'2, from very sharp decay o
force at large distance, when globules are essentially
touching each other, to a smoother power law dependenc
smallers. In the power law region, the curve is a close fit
ln f.(20.8460.02)lns1(1.5060.03), i.e., the force law is

f ~s!.4.5s20.8460.02. ~13!

There is no particular reason for us to have expected a po
law behavior, but the results are a surprisingly good fit.
the moment we have no satisfactory explanation for the
gin of the power law. Since the entire phenomenon is
topological origin, the exponent may or may not be related
‘‘classical’’ exponents such as the excluded volume
Gaussian scaling exponents.

One can also compare the entanglement force betw
two globules with that computed in the classical Hertz pro
lem of the force resulting from elastic deformation of tw
colliding elastic balls.20 That force can be written a
f Hertz(s);(R2s/2)3/2, R being the ball radius.

Not surprisingly, the entanglement force between glo
ules does not fit the Hertz formula. The character of def
mation in a polymer globule is very different from that in
regular solid. Globule deformation is not elastic. Still, glo
ules are not liquid drops either. Like rigid elastic balls, glo
ules accumulate deformation energy over their volum
rather than only in the surface layer the way a liquid dr
would. As we show in the next section, globules deform ve
strongly, such that there is no hope for linear elasticity,
cluding Hertz theory, to remain valid.

Our squeezing together of two globules is also remin
cent of the system of two polymer-covered plates squee

o
er

FIG. 5. Globules do not behave like rigid elastic bodies, as manifested
their poor fit to the Hertz law,f Hertz(s)5a(R2s/2)3/2, with a andR being
our fit parameters. The force we consider here is the repulsive force
resists compression of the two bodies into one another.~A! Hertz force law
for two rigid elastic spheres as a function of separation distances. ~B! Force
data for two polymer globules. Globules are molten and highly deforma
making the data fit terrible for even the optimized curve shown here.
ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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together at an interface in good solvent, for which mu
work has been done to determine the force of repulsion
function of separation distance.21,22 However, we stress tha
our force is of topological origin, while the forces in suc
good solvent plate systems are caused by excluded vol
repulsion. Volume compression is the chief determinant
the force power law for systems in good solvent. Our syst
is in poor solvent, and the density of our system chan
insignificantly when force is applied. Hence our force is u
related to those measured in such polymer-covered plate
periments or other systems in good solvent.

C. Severe deformation of interacting globules

It is important to remember that throughout this mixin
process, the globules remain molten. At lower temperatu
some kind of freezing or glass transition may occur, wh
would make further entanglement impossible. We do
consider this regime. Visual inspection of the system o
computer screen convincingly indicates that the globules
liquidlike fluctuating bodies as well.

On a more quantitative level, measuring the gyration
dius of each globule~before it enters a contact with anoth
globule! shows that it fluctuates with time in the range 1
42.3 ~spherical radius 2.543.0). This is roughly consisten
with theoretical predictions on the fluctuations of a h
mopolymer globule gyration radius23 ~see specifically Fig. 2
in that work; one can compare by noting that the chain c
traction parameter,a[Rg /Rg

ideal coil, is about 1/2 for the
globules considered in this work. This value ofa corre-
sponds to a reduced temperature at whichRg fluctuations are
about 10% of the averageRg value!.

FIG. 6. Globules deform from a spherical geometry when they come
contact.~Top! Two compact globules placed close to each other att50.
~Bottom! The same two globules 113 time units later under the influenc
squeezing forcef 52.88. The globules have severely deformed from th
initial shapes. This means the magnitude of topological polymer repul
can not be calculated perturbatively from rubber elasticity theory. Rand
fluctuations have even altered the orientation of the vector connecting
globule centers of mass. Monomers are color coded to indicate connec
of the chains. The color smoothly changes from white to light gray on ch
1 and from black to dark gray on chain 2. For clarity, the two small bo
display each chain rendered in the absence of the other.
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When two globules start merging together, each of th
undergoes deformation and shape changes which are
greater than these fluctuations. Figure 6 is an image o
typical conformation for two globules ats5sthermal.1.6,
which is the closest fluctuation for two globules in the a
sence of an applied force. As can be seen in the figure,
tanglement of chains has not occurred, as there is little in
rior penetration of the two globules. On the other hand,
spheres have compressed into two pancakes. They
slightly wrapped around one another, but it is difficult f
them to merge any more from this position. Clearly, the g
ration radius of each globuleincreaseswhen it ‘‘hugs’’ an-
other globule. The darker globule has increased its radiu
gyration during the course of interaction from 2.0 at tim
zero to 2.7. The lighter globuleRg has increased from 1.9 to
2.6.

D. Aggregation time: Aggregation as an activated
process

If globules are to merge spontaneously, an amount
free energy equal to the workW must be provided by a
fluctuation. Therefore, the probability that two globul
merge after they initially touch each other is governed by
factor exp(2W/kBT). In other words, provided that ever
globule in solution collides with other globules roughly on
in a Smoluchowski time,tS , the number of attempted colli
sions before successful merging of two globules must
proportional to

taggreg

tS
.expS W*

kBTD.expS E
s*

`

f ~s!ds/kBTD , ~14!

wheres* is some characteristic separation at which the
terpenetration of globules becomes effectively irreversib
or globules become entangled.

It is not easy to estimates* , except for the obvious fac
that it must be somewhat smaller than twice the geometr
radius of a globule~or the sum of two radii, in the case o
two different globules!. One can also speculate that the cri
cal penetration depth must be somehow related to the
tanglement lengthNe , parameter known in reptation theor
Although we do not have any means of a reliable estimate
s* , we can check what happens if we replace it by 0, wh
corresponds to purely fluctuational merging of globules.
this case, we obtain

taggreg

tS
.exp~W~0!/kBT!'exp~17.7!'108. ~15!

Thus, our force law successfully reproduces the phenome
that aggregation is harshly suppressed by this entanglem
effect. Of course, quantitatively, the result~15! is a vast
overestimate ~experimentally, in the conditions of th
experiment,2 the taggreg/tS ratio was found to be about 103).
That means that replacings* by 0 is not a good approxima
tion.

Instead, we can extract an estimate ofs* from the con-
dition that formula~14! yields a result of about 103, consis-
tent with experimental data. Comparing with the work fun
tion in Fig. 3, we obtains* 50.44, a penetration of 1.8 bon
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lengths after surface contact between the globules. In g
eral, however, a deeper understanding of entanglemen
badly needed here, since we do not understand the de
dence ofs* on the temperature, chain length and/or glob
radius, etc. The important conclusion we can formulate so
is only qualitative; the entanglement force, operational on
prereptational time scale, is sufficient to explain the obser
slow-down of aggregation.

E. Time scales: Aggregation time and validity of
‘‘unchanged topology’’ approximation

Our starting assumption in this paper has been that
mutual topology of two chains is fixed during some pr
longed time. Therefore, we must now estimate the ti
tentangleit takes the system topology to change. For a polym
melt, this would be equivalent to the reptation time.

Our procedure to determine the force law above igno
the slow changes in the system topology. This can be va
i.e., the entanglement force can be decoupled from the to
ogy change, if and only if the simulation time satisfi
tsimulation!tentangle. As described in Sec. II D,tsimulation

;100 for our experiments to determine the force law.
To measuretentangle we did the following experiment

We first applied a strong attractive force between two gl
ules such that they reacheds50.123. Then we turned off the
force and waited to see how long it would take for the po
mers to entangle.

The globules quickly repelled each other. That co
firmed once again that the topological force was still in
fect. Only after a long time~'1000 time units! did s come
back below unity. The diminishing ofs towards zero is the
topological equilibration of the system.

In Fig. 7 we have plotted the distances as a function of
time for this system. When the attractive force is turned o
there is a marked repulsion of the two globules.s jumps from
0.123 to more than 1.5 within the first 100 time units. B
cause of topological frustration, the dynamics of the glob
are slower than those for repulsion according to the fo
law. However, the data indicate that the repulsion certa
exists, meaning that our previous simulation time was sh
enough that topological equilibration has not occurred,
our force law data are valid.

As time passes, the distances fluctuates, and eventuall
after about 1000 time units, the system decays back dow
s,1.0. Further fluctuations increases again up to more than
2, and the system decays tos,1.0 after another 1500 time
units.

From this behavior we can estimate thattentanglemust be
at least of the order of 103 time units, if not longer. We have
been able to simulate 7000 total time units so far, and str
fluctuations ins persist throughout. The system is complete
entangled whens stabilizes towards 0. Since there is no cle
trend ofs approaching zero, it is likely thattentangleis even
greater than 7000. This is much larger than the simula
time of 100 required to determine the entanglement forc

The decay time sets the lower bound on the simulat
time required to determine the entanglement force. Using
exponential decay fit described in Sec. II D, we found t
the decay time was of the order of 20 time units or less a
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values of applied force. This is five times shorter than
simulation time, providing even more convincing eviden
that system topology changes are decoupled from the to
logical force we have measured.

As an aside, there was a rough trend of decreasing de
time with increasing values of applied force, but there was
much variation in the times that more explicit curve-fittin
was fruitless.

tentangle is at least two orders of magnitude larger th
the decay time. This makes the entanglement force a g
approximation.

IV. CONCLUSION

Let us now return to the most fundamental issue a
discuss once again what determines the aggregation tim
the solution of globules. When two globules meet each oth
which happens roughly once every Smoluchowski tim1

they spend together a time which is about the time for gl
ule diffusion over their own diameter,

tcontact;R2/D;R3h/kBT;N~a3h/kBT!. ~16!

During that time, two globules look somewhat like
polymer–polymer interface,4,5 except chains are Gaussia
for the latter but not Gaussian for the former. In the langua
adopted in the works,4,5 our major question is whether glob
ules succeed to form connecting polymer bridges while th
are touching each other. While the works4,5 concentrated on
how the number of bridges scales with time, our problem
less delicate in the sense that even one bridge would per
suffice to anchor globules together. Thus, aggregation is g
erned by the ratiotcontact/t relax glob, wheret relax glob is the re-
laxation time of a strongly non-Gaussian globular chain

FIG. 7. The entanglement ‘‘force’’ is a good approximation because po
mer mixing times are much longer than globule–globule coalescence ti
The figure shows the evolution of two globules after they have b
squeezed tos50.123 by a strong attractive force. Att50 the applied force
is released, upon which the entanglement force induces a fast repulsio
the two globules.s jumps to 1.5 in the first 100 time units, and then fluct
ates over a much longer time scale. 7000 time units later, the polymers
still not stably reptated back to the entangled high entropy states50, i.e.,
mixing has not occurred. In contrast,in our experiments to measure
entanglement force, the time it took for globules to reach a stable separ
distance was a mere;20 units. The large disparity in time scales is stro
evidence that topology can be considered fixed on the short time scale
ense or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tcontact/t relax glob.1, aggregation is diffusion-limited and ag
gregation time is the Smoluchowski time;1 by contrast, if
tcontact/t relax glob,1, many trials are needed for globules
connect, which is just the reformulation of Eq. 14. Thu
better insight into the chain dynamics and reptation in gl
ule will be needed to achieve complete understanding of
gregation, or to computes* . However, our results do show
that this relaxation occurs slowly and causes globules
touch each other many times before effectively making
connecting bridge.

To conclude, we have established the existence of
‘‘entanglement force’’ acting between two approachi
polymer globules in poor solvent and operational on the p
reptational time scale. In terms of magnitude, this force
found to be very significant. An amount of work muc
greater thankBT, on the order of tenskBT, is needed to
overcome the entanglement force. Accordingly, this fo
may well slow down the aggregation of globules in dilu
solution in poor solvent. This may explain the puzzling o
servation of the experiment.2 We have also found an inter
esting power law decay of the entanglement force with d
tance which awaits a theoretical explanation.

Our findings have a potential of significant implicatio
in other fields of polymer physics. To mention but a few, w
repeat our referral to the dynamics of coil–globule transit
and to the problem of aggregation/precipitation of prote
and proteinlike heteropolymers.

To further develop our idea, a better understanding
entanglements seems desirable. Indeed, we will have to
an insight into what precisely the entanglements are in o
to decide how deeply the globules have to penetrate e
other before they become entangled and penetration beco
effectively irreversible. In terms of simulation, better unde
standing is also impeded by the fact that entanglements
poorly defined computationally.24 All these complications
notwithstanding, the very presence of the entanglement fo
is demonstrated beyond doubts.
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